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What happens when an atom is subjected to very intense light of a wave�
length long compared to the ionization potential� We review recent experi�
ments ��� �� �� in which this question is addressed experimentally by measuring
the momenta of doubly charged Helium and Argon and the momentum corre�
lation between the two emitted electrons from double ionization in the focus of
a Ti�Sapphire laser at intensities of several �	��W�cm�


Already soon after short pulses with su�cient power became available it
was discovered that double ionization occurs orders of magnitude more likely
than what one would expect from a process in which each of the electrons
couples to the �eld independently see e
g
 ��� �� and ��� for a recent review�

It became clear that electron�electron correlation was important to enable this
process ��� �� �� �	� ��� ��� ��� ���
 The situation is comparable to ionization by
synchrotron radiation
 Here only one photon is absorbed and without electron�
electron correlation the probability of ejecting the second electron would be zero

For synchrotron radiation a ratio of double to single ionization of up to about ��
depending on the photon energy� is found
 With synchrotron radiation today
many very detailed experimental and theoretical studies of energy and angular
distribution of both emitted electrons and the recoiling doubly charged ion are
available see eg
 ���� for the pioneering experiment� ���� ��� ��� for studies using
the technique used in the present study and ���� for a recent review�
 For the case
of double ionization by femto second laser impact however� the experiments are
still in their infancy
 Until ���� only total ion yield measurements were available

The reason is� that coincidence experiments in strong laser �elds are extremely
di�cult
 To assure that two fragments two electrons or an electron and an
ion� which are detected in coincidence originate from the same atom� the total
single ionization rate in the focus not only the number of particles detected in
the detector� has to be far below unity
 Given that the ratio of double to single
ionization is only �	�� for Helium and a few � for Argon extremely low counts
rates are achievable with �kHz repetition rates lasers
 To facilitate such studies
it is imperative to use spectrometers which have �� solid angle for all particles
to be detected


In the present study we have used COLTRIMS Cold Target Recoil Ion Mo�
mentum Spectroscopy� for momentum space imaging of ions and electrons
 This
technique has been developed originally for the study of ion impact ionization
and has than be successfully used for experiment with synchrotron radiation�
antiproton impact and electron impact see ��	� for a recent review�
 The laser is
focussed onto a very dilute supersonic beam background pressure �	��� mbar�
local jet gas pressure between �	�� and �	�� mBar
 The gas pressure is adjusted
such that only 	
��	
� ions are created per laser pulse
 The ion and the electrons
are guided by weak electric �elds towards two position sensitive channel plate
detectors
 From the time of �ight and the position of impact of each particle
the charge state and the three dimensional momentum vector is obtained


For single ionization the momentum of the recoiling ion is equal and opposite
to the ejected electron momentum� if the pulse is short enough� that the electron
does not leave the focus
 For the coincident detection of electron and ion this
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Figure �� Typical COLTRIMS setup
 The gas nozzle is cooled to ����	 K� The
laser is focussed into the supersonic gas jet
 The electron detector is located on
the left side of the spectrometer and the ion detector on the right side
 from
�����
 For each particle the position of impact on the detector and the time of
�ight with respect to the laser pulse is measured


allows an online monitoring of the events where more than one ion per pulse was
produced and the ion and electron detected result from di�erent atoms
 Such
events are located outside the diagonal of momentum conservation of �gure �

The width of the diagonal also shows the overall resolution of the system
 It is
about 	
� a
u
 for helium and about 	
� a
u
 for argon� since the gas jet yields
much more e�cient cooling for helium than for argon


The ion momentum distribution for doubly charged He ions is shown in �gure
� for di�erent intensities
 At the highest intensity a double peak structure is
found


How does the ion receive its momentum� In the direction transverse to the
electric �eld� the ionic momentum is solely a result of electron�ion interaction
during the ionization process
 This could be for example a scattering of the elec�
trons at the core or a reminiscence of the initial state momentum distribution

Figures � d�f show that this transverse momentum distribution becomes wider
with increasing peak power
 In the rescattering model ���� ��� this transverse
momentum would be mainly a result of the momentum transfer in the e��e�
collision
 However� the distributions shown in �gure �d�f are about a factor
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Figure �� Momentum correlation between He�� ion and electrons created in the
focus of a ��	 fsec� �		nm laser pulse at peak a intensities of �� �	�� W�cm�

The horizontal axis shows the momentum component of the He�� ion along the
polarization of the laser �eld� the vertcal axis the momentum of the detected
electron


��� narrower than the transverse recoil�ion momentum distribution for double
ionization of helium by ��	��			 eV electron impact measured by Jagutzki et
al ����


The component of the momenta parallel to the polarization is mainly a result
of the acceleration of the ion in the �eld
 For an estimate� we assume that the
�rst electron is removed at time t� and the ion switches its charge from �� to
�� at time t��
 If both electrons are removed without momentum transfer to
the ion� the ion momentum at the time t� at the end of the laser pulse with
envelope of the electric �eld strength Et� is given by in atomic units�

pHe��

z t�� �

Z t��

t�

Et� sin�tdt� �

Z t�

t��

Et� sin�tdt� ��

For the TS��shake process� which is dominant for double ionization by syn�
chrotron radiation� one might assume �t� � t��� � � � i
e
 if the double
ionization takes place in a time interval short compared to the optical cycle

Then equation � describes the motion of a particle with charge �� in the oscil�
lating �eld
 The �nal momentum depends on the phase �t� at the instant of
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creation of the ion
 The maximum value of �
p
�Up shown by the full arrows

in �gure �a�c�� corresponds to the creation of the ion when the optical �eld
strength is zero
 The data show clearly that the He�� ion yield is strongly sup�
pressed in the region approaching �

p
�Up
 The width of the peak in �gure �c

corresponds to � ��� �eld period centered around the maximum �eld strength

This is consistent with prediction of a time dependent calculation of the He��

yield of Parker and coworkers ����

Contrary to the shake�o��TS� process� in the rescattering model there is

a signi�cant time delay between the liberation of the �rst electron and its re�
encounter with the ion which leads to double ionization
 An estimate of the
integral for the rescattering process is shown by the dashed arrow
 This neglects
a possible momentum transfer in the recollision process
 The hatched area show
an estimate including this momentum transfer
 These �ndings are in agreement
with results of a similar experiment performed by Moshammer and coworkers
for Ne double and triple ionization ����
 Recently Becker and Faisal succeeded in
the �rst calculations of recoil ion momentum distributions and could reproduce
the observed double peak structure ����
 They could show that it is a result of
the �nal state interaction of the laser �eld with the electrons and the ion�


For argon atoms we succeeded in measuring the ion momentum distribution
also at intensities where double ionization proceeds sequentially ���
 In �gure �
the evolution of the argon ion spectrum with increasing laser intensity is shown

With the onset of sequential ionization the momentum distribution becomes
narrower and peaks at zero momentum
 It resembles a distribution of singly
charged ions convoluted with itself


Figure � shows the momentum correlation between the two electrons emitted
from an argon atom at an intensity where nonsequential ionization dominates

We �nd a distinct maximum for both electrons traveling to the same side with
similar momentum
 While electron repulsion tries to drive the electrons to
opposite sides as observed with synchrotron radiation� here obviously the action
of the laser �eld on the electrons determines their �nal momenta
 It is the laser
�eld which drives both electrons to the same side
 Again this indicates that both
electrons are set free simultaneously with a phase shift of about �� deg with
respect to the maximum of the �eld
 This is in agreement with the expectation
within the rescattering model if one takes excitation as an intermediate step into
account
 Recently Sacha and Eckhardt ���� ��� proposed a classical model for
double ionization� which divides the process into two stages
 First� a rescattering
process creates a highly excited complex of two electrons
 Then� the external
laser �eld allows this compound state to decay in such a way that the electrons
escape preferredly to the same side and therefore is in good agreement with our
observations


In the second and fourth quadrant in �gure � a weak accumulation of electron
momenta is distinguishable
 Events in these quadrants are corresponding to
double ionization with both electrons escaping to opposite sides
 The nature of
these events will have to be examined in the future


At the moment the technique of COLTRIMS is being widely applied in ul�
trashort� intense laser physics not only to atoms but to molecules as well
 We
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expect more light will be shed on light�matter interaction in the near future
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Figure �� a�c� distribution of He�� ion momenta in the direction of the po�
larization integrated of the two momentum components perpendicular to the
polarization� d�f� momentum distribution in the direction of the photon prop�
agation
 The full arrows indicate a momentum of �

p
�Up which is the upper

bound if the two electrons are liberated in a time interval short compared to
the optical cycle� the dashed arrows indicate the momenta in a rescattering
model without momentum transfer in the e��e� collision the hatched area is
an estimate in the rescattering model with momentum transfer see text�
 The
peak intensities are �
�� �	�� W�cm� a and d�� �
���	�� W�cm� b and e� and
�
���	�� W�cm� c and f� from ����
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Figure �� Evolution of the ion momentum distribution with increasing light
intensity
 Light intensities are pointed out in a distribution that shows the
Ar���Ar� yield vs
 intensity
 A drastic change in the argon ion momentum
distribution can be observed when entering the sequential ionization regime

Meanwhile at �� �	�� W�cm� the helium distribution still shows the double
peak
 Measurements at intensities high enough to turn on sequential double
ionization in helium are di�cult due to the strong increase in signal from the
residual gas
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Figure �� Momentum correlation between the two emitted electrons when a
Ar�� ion is produced in the focus of a ��	 fsec� �		nm laser pulse at peak
intensities of �
�� �	�� W�cm�
 The horizontal axis shows the momentum com�
ponents of one electron along the polarization of the laser �eld� the vertical axis
the same momentum component of the corresponding second electron
 Same
sign of the momenta for both electrons means emission to the same half sphere

The data are integrated over the momentum components in the direction per�
pendicular to the polarization
 The grey shading shows the di�erential rate in
arbitrary units adapted from ����
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